
STOP 
the corporate takeover 

of NHS GP surgeries 
Get Centene Out 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SPEAKERS 

 

Jeremy Corbyn MP for Islington North 
Louise Irvine Keep Our NHS Public 

Richard Buckwell Chair Nottingham & Notts Keep our NHS Public 
Rabina Khan Tower Hamlets Councillor, Shadwell Ward 
Speaker from Spain on Centene and Ribera Salud 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Meeting on Zoom: 6-7.30pm 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82244054602?pwd=Y3BzNEZxY2pqUXlMQUF0clhTNm10Zz09 

NHS

Public meeting
28 June 2021 via Zoom



In February, campaigners discovered that Operose 
Health, a subsidiary of the US health insurance 
giant, the Centene Corporation, had taken over 49 
GP surgery sites in London and the South East.  

Across the country, Centene now own 58 practices, covering 
500,000 patients, making them almost certainly the largest 
providers of primary care in the English NHS. 

Patients and campaigners, backed by local councillors and MPs 
have since mounted a wave of protests outside local surgeries, 
as well as targeting the HQ of Operose Health on 22 April. 

In May, lawyers for Islington patient and councillor Anjna 
Khuran, filed a claim for judicial review against NHS 
commissioners for allowing Operose Health to take over 
existing NHS contracts. Her case is backed by Keep Our NHS 
Public, 999 Call for the NHS and We Own It. 

GP surgeries are now a key battleground in the 
privatisation of the NHS. To save the NHS, we 
MUST keep fighting for it.  

To protect the NHS, we also need to: 

• Oppose the new NHS Bill – which threatens patient 
care, jobs and the future of the NHS as a public service 

• Call a halt to the reorganisation of the NHS in 
England into Integrated Care Systems – ICSs are based 
on a model from the United States, which aims to spend 
less on care, while handing profits to the private sector. 

We want our 
NHS backNHS

What’s 
wrong with 
Centene? 

• Currently slashing 
3,000 jobs in 
Texas & Iowa 

• Fined for not 
providing enough 
doctors & 
hospitals for 
Obamacare 
programmes 

• Accused of 
profiteering & 
insurance plan 
fraud in US 

• Fined for serious 
mismanagement 
of Medicaid 
contracts in more 
than a dozen 
states 

• Locked in a battle 
to keep control 
of health services 
in Valencia, as 
90% shareholder 
of Ribera Salud 

NOT wanted 
in our NHS 


